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Deschutes County Cases (Cumulative)

1,645 Cases
1,257 released from isolation
14 deaths

Data are shown based on the date a case first became identified as a case.

Data as of 11/16/20
Deschutes County Cases by Week

Data as of 11/16/20
Deschutes County Cases and Total Named Contacts by Week

Data are shown based on the date a case first became identified as a case. **Contacts data includes many duplicates** (i.e., more than one case may have named a particular contact).

Data as of 11/16/20
Deschutes County Cases by Age Group

Data as of 11/16/20
Deschutes County Testing by Week

Tests are shown by week of test collection. Data for the most recent few weeks is not yet complete due to testing turnaround time. Data for the week of 11/8-11/14 will be available late Monday afternoon, 11/16.

Data as of 11/9/20
Data as of 11/9/20

School Metrics: Two-week Case Rates per 100,000 population

Data are provisional and subject to change. Updated data for the two-week period of 11/1-11/14 will be available in the late afternoon on Monday, 11/16.

Data as of 11/9/20
School Metrics: Two-week Percent Positivity

Data are provisional and subject to change. Updated data for the two-week period of 11/1-11/14 will be available in the late afternoon on Monday, 11/16.

Data as of 11/9/20
Daily Count of COVID-19 Patients Hospitalized (St. Charles Health System Data)

Data as of 11/16/20
Environmental Health
Problem Solving Team

Bend Police
Redmond Police
OLCC
OSHA
Oregon Health Licensing Office
Fire Marshal
Bend City Attorney
Bend City Code Enforcement
Bend Parks and Recreation
Bend Business Advocate
EH Team
Recent Field Inspections

85 - routine inspections
20 – re-inspections
104 – pool/spa inspections
1 – Hotel inspection
3 - RV park inspections
6 – temporary restaurant inspections
13 – pre-opening inspections
232 - TOTAL FIELD INSPECTIONS
Celebrate Collaborative Success

✓ Figuring out “who does what”; networking
✓ Navigating Gov and OHA orders; interpreting intent
✓ Targeted multi-agency complaint follow up
✓ Using education to gain compliance
✓ Helping each other
✓ Benefits: all on the same page; efficient communication
✓ Benefits: well-organized, consistent response